
Germany (Revised)
German Order Dice: 10

Platoon #1
Second Lieutenant  (page: 127) Regular 60

Qty Weapons Range Shots Penetration Special Rules
1 Second Lieutenant

 with Rifle 24" 1 n/a

 with Pistol 6" 1 n/a Assault

 with Submachine gun 12" 2 n/a Assault

 with Assault rifle 18" 2 n/a Assault

1 Infantry (equipped as modeled) - -

Infantry Squads
Totenkorps squad  (page: 131) Inexperienced 154

Qty Weapons Range Shots Penetration Special Rules
22 Animated Corpse

Totenkorps Horror, Tough infantry, Fanatics,
Slow (infantry), Ignore Pin
Markers and Morale checks, Not
affected by Medics

Schreckwulfen squad  (page: 131) Veteran 120
Qty Weapons Range Shots Penetration Special Rules
6 Schreckenwulfen

Schreckenwulfen rules Large infantry, Horror, Fast,
Tough infantry, Tooth and Claw,
IR Vision

Infantry
Wehrmacht Infantry squad  (page: 128) Regular 133

Qty Weapons Range Shots Penetration Special Rules
1 NCO with Submachine gun 12" 2 n/a Assault

1 Infantry with Light Machine gun (requires
loader)

30" 5 n/a

8 Infantry with Rifle 24" 1 n/a

2 men have Panzerfaust in addtion to other
weapons

12" 1 +6 One-shot, Shaped Charge

Wehrmacht Infantry squad  (page: 128) Regular 133
Qty Weapons Range Shots Penetration Special Rules
1 NCO with Submachine gun 12" 2 n/a Assault

1 Infantry with Light Machine gun (requires
loader)

30" 5 n/a

8 Infantry with Rifle 24" 1 n/a

2 men have Panzerfaust in addtion to other
weapons

12" 1 +6 One-shot, Shaped Charge

Sniper
Sniper team  (page: 130) Regular 50

Qty Weapons Range Shots Penetration Special Rules
1 Sniper team (rifle) 36" 1 n/a Team (2 men), Sniper

Anti-tank
Panzerschreck team  (page: 129) Regular 80

Qty Weapons Range Shots Penetration Special Rules
1 Panzerschreck team 24" 1 +6 Team (2 men), Shaped Charge

Artillery
Nebelwerfer  (page: 134) Regular 65

Qty Weapons Range Shots Penetration Special Rules
1 150mm Nebelwerfer 41 18"-72" 1 HE Team (4 men), Indirect fire, HE

(2D6), Fixed, Multiple launcher



 

Armoured Cars
Spinne Light Panzermech  (page: 140) Regular 155

Qty Vehicle Type Transport DamageValue

  Weapons Range Shots Penetration Special Rules
1 Spinne Light Panzermech (flame walker) Walker - 7+ Walker, Agile, Recce (Dual

direction steering)

  Turret-mounted light anti-tank gun 48" 1 +4 HE (D2)

  Co-axial light vehicle flamethrower 12" 1(D6) +3 Flamethrower

Tanks and SP Guns
Thor Heavy Panzermech  (page: 139) Regular 300

Qty Vehicle Type Transport DamageValue

  Weapons Range Shots Penetration Special Rules
1 Thor Heavy Panzermech Walker - 10+

  Turret-mounted heavy howitzer (0/24")-72" 1 HE Howitzer, HE (3D6)

  Forward-facing light autocannon 48" 2 +2 HD(D2)

  Pintle-mounted MMG 36" 6 n/a Flak, 360 degree arc

Platoon Points: 1250

Special Rules
Agile
A vehicle with the Agile special rule may make an additional 90-degree pivot at any point during its movement
(Advance or Run)

Assault
This weapon suffers no penalty 'to hit' when moving and shooting. In addition, infantry armed with an assault weapon
can make two attacks in close quarter fighting against other infantry and artillery units - see page 67.  Note being
armed in this way does not confer two attacks against vehicles at close quarters

Fanatics
When a fanatic unit loses half its numbers from enemy fire it does not take a morale check, it continues to fight as
normal so long as it includes at least two men. Should the unit be reduced to a single man he must take checks as
normal. When a Fanatic unit wins in close-quarter combat, it must always opt for a follow-on round of combat.

Fast
Squads with the fast special rule have a base movement rate of 8", and therefore a Run move of 16"

Fixed
Fixed weapons cannot be fired when a unit is given an advance order.

Flak
All enemy units not currently down automatically fire at the attacking aircraft if it is within their firing arc and range,
regardless of whether they have already taken an action or not that turn. Flak fire does not require an action. Line of
site ignored. Rolls to hit aircraft are always at a -2 penalty. Friendly flak units must test to hold their fire (page 67)

Flamethrower
Flamethrowers never suffer the 'to hit' penalties for cover or if the target is Down. Roll a single die to hit.  If a hit,
multiply by D6 hits for infantry or light flamethrowers, and D6+1 hits for vehicle flamethrowers. Gun Shields rule does
not apply. Extra Protection rule does not apply when shooting at targets inside buildings. Always hits top armour. -1
PEN for long range does not apply.  Inflicts D3+1 pin markers. Unit hit must always check morale - failure means
destroyed. Roll D6 for each flamethrower - runs out of fuel on 1. When opponents rolls to damage vehicle with
flamethrower, add +1 to damage effects.

HE (2D6)
PIN: D3, PEN: +3 - Infantry and artillery can go down to halve the hits taken

HE (3D6)
PIN: D6, PEN: +4 - Infantry and artillery can go down to halve the hits taken

HE (D2)
PIN: 1, PEN: +1 - Infantry and artillery can go down to halve the hits taken

Horror



Troops assaulted by units with the horror rule must take a morale check after the assault is declared. If they fail they
may not carry out reactions and must conduct point blank fire and hand-to-hand combat after the horror-causing
attackers. If they pass the test, they still fight after the horror-causing troops, but can carry out reactions as normal.
Troops that cause horror also unsettle soldiers around them, friend or foe. Any unit within 6" of a horror-causing
model suffers -1 to their morale. This penalty will also affect targets of an assault, even if the assaulting horrors start
over 6" away.
Troops that have the horror special rule are themselves immune to horror.

Howitzer
Can either shoot directly at a taget drawing its line of fire 'over open sights' in the normal way, or it can shoot indirect
fire.  When using indirect fire, a howitzer has a minimum range of 24"; when firing over open sights it has no
minimum range.

IR Vision
Units with IR Vision special rule ignore smoke and may fight normally during night-fighting scenarios.

Large Infantry
Unit count double when calculating capacity for transports.

Multiple launcher
Counts as a heavy mortar, but its chance of hitting never gets any better than a 6.  All units with 6" of the target and
not entirely within the weapon's minimum range can be hit.

One-shot
This is a disposable weapon that can be fired only once per game.  Once fired replace the model with another model
that does not carry the disposable weapon

Recce (Dual direction steering)
See page 34 of Resurgence

Shaped Charge
-1 'to hit' penalty. Never suffer the -1 penetration modifier for firing at long range.

Slow (infantry)
Base move of 4" and Run of 8"

Sniper
When a sniper shoots using a Fire or Ambush order, the following special rules apply. If a sniper shoots in any other
situation the shot is counted as an ordinary rifle shot.
Rifle range is increased to 36" and the sniper adds +1 to his die roll to hit th target. The sniper is a crack shot and can
pick off targets at long range. The sniper can aim at any individual model that he can see in the target unit, and if the
target is hit and killed that specific model is removed as a casualty in the same way as for exceptional damage.
When rolling to hit, a sniper ignores  all dice penalties for the target's cover. If shooting at artillery a sniper ignores the
gun shield rules.

Team (2 men)
Team consists of 2 men.  A Team weapon shoots at full effectiveness so long as there are at least two men to serve
it. If only one man remains then the weapon suffers a -1 'to hit' penalty and a -1 penalty to its morale value.

Team (4 men)
Team consists of 4 men.  A Team weapon shoots at full effectiveness so long as there are at least two men to serve
it. If only one man remains then the weapon suffers a -1 'to hit' penalty and a -1 penalty to its morale value.

Tooth and Claw
Models with the toothe and claw special rule have three attack dice in hand-to-hand combat. Models with the tooth
and claw special rule cannot also benefit from using a weapon's special rules in hand-to-hand combat.

Tough infantry
An infantry unit with the Tough special rule rolls a D6 every time an opponent rolls equal or over its Damage value;
the damage is ignored on a roll of 5+. Weapons with a PEN of +2 or greater negate this special roll.

Walker
Armoured all around - no penetration bonus for shooting a walker in the side arc, rear arc, or top


